
Second Level Literacy 

Week Beginning: 1st February 

Scot’s Language 

This week’s vocabulary are words in Scots 

from the story Bad Broonie. 

You can use a Scot’s Language dictionary 

or a search engine online to find out what 

they mean. Then use them in a high quality 

sentence—in Scots of course. 

ken -  

bairnie - 

feart - 

bampot - 

snochters -  

haiverin-  

numpties - 

staun - 

blootered -  

Bad Broonie 

Read the graphic story Bad Broonie by double clicking on the 

image or reading pages 2-6. 

Complete the Scots language task so that you know what the 

words you are reading mean. 

 

Character Portrait 

Draw a quality picture of Bad Broonie 

in the centre of your page. 

 

Around the portrait add words and 

phrases to describe the behaviour , 

appearance and personality of this 

character. 

 

Now translate these words and 

phrases into Scots language. 

For example: 

cunning     -   sleekit   

miserable  -    dour  

Bad Broonie at Holywood 

Now write a new graphic novel call Bad Broonie at Holywood. 

Use the Mountain Planner (on page 7 ) to get the framework for your story. 

Now develop your framework into a graphic novel: 

Use clear pictures to show the action. 

Use speech bubbles for direct character conversation. 

Use text boxes for addition information to keep the story moving forward. 

Add text for effect (onomatopoeia)  BOOM!     Clatter!    Scud!  

 

Remember to look at Bad Broonie and use some of the good features it        

contains. 

Grammar - Apostrophes  

Read and complete the Star Wars Apostrophe Power Point - on the Second Level Home Learning page. 

You should now recall the two main reasons why we use apostrophes in our writing.   

Try an apostrophe quiz: 

https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks2/english/apostrophes-to-mark-possession/ 

https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar_quiz/apostrophes_1.asp 

Or try the apostrophe worksheet on page 8 

Spelling 

Workout your spelling for 10 minutes everyday 

to get it in shape. 

Find the spelling lists on the blog. 

 

More Reading 

Log onto EPIC! Reading  

Read some more of the Shakespeare stories 

Ask the school for a book bag or a book bag 

swap. 

Watch Newsround and discuss the main stories 

with a family member. 



 














